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Abstract

Any healthcare system in the world requires the same basic components to function: a proper governance / management system with sufficient financing, an appropriately tiered service infrastructure (primary to tertiary care), sufficient human resources (including healthcare professionals), a suitable inventory (including medication) and technology, and finally, an appropriate information and data collection system—especially vital for healthcare systems in the 21st century. In order to meet the health needs of the population, the principle challenge faced by the majority of healthcare systems in the world, including Pakistan, is the growing disparity between needs and resources. This is due to the ever-increasing burden of chronic diseases, ageing populations, costs of new technologies/drugs and health inequalities. Consequently, healthcare organisations must make key decisions about resource allocation to deal with the challenge, with an opportunity cost incurred with every decision made— one method of tackling this situation is through the application of value based healthcare.
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Introduction

Value based healthcare provides an approach by which health outcomes can be maximised for every unit of money spent. ‘Value’ is derived from organisational, patient and professional perspectives in this approach.¹ This approach aims to allocate available resources in a transparent way to achieve better outcomes and experiences of care for every person.² Using this model, providers (including hospitals and physicians) spend / are paid for their services based on patient health outcomes (quality). The “value” in value-based healthcare is derived from measuring health outcomes against the resources utilised of delivering the outcomes.³ This can be expressed as follows:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
\hline
\text{Useful Outcomes} & \text{Resources Utilised} \\
\hline
\text{Quality} & \text{Direct Cost} + \text{Waste} + \text{Variation} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Note: when discussing resources, we are not simply referring to the direct costs (i.e. the cost of an operation, drugs etc.) but are also taking into account, waste and variation in that organisation / clinical...
speciality. Healthcare quality refers to its safety (avoidance of adverse outcomes), effectiveness (ensuring the practice of evidence-based medicine) and the patient experience (including both the experience of hospital services (e.g. cleanliness, being treated with respect/ dignity) and quality of life before and after treatment). Waste occurs at many levels and involves both patients and healthcare professionals – this includes inefficiencies such as unnecessary repetition of examinations, investigations etc., excess admission time, chasing down of medical records causing delay to clinical activity and repetitive documenting by nurses with excess time away from the bedside.

The essential components of Value Based Healthcare

The components required for the implementation of a value-based healthcare approach will be discussed in detail in the following section:

1. Transforming Health Service Delivery models

A range of paradigm shifts spanning the whole system is required to optimise the delivery of care – from: service quality to clinical quality, patient-based care to population-based care, curative services to preventative services, hospital based to community based services and from focusing on healthcare to considering health overall – to include physical health as well as mental and social wellbeing). There are a currently a number of such shifts taking place in the UK’s National Health Service (NHS), which was established in 1948 and is currently undergoing a transformation in order to be fit for purpose to deliver value-based healthcare in the 21st century.

Firstly, the shift from considering service quality (the physical setup of the system) towards assessing clinical quality, including safety, effectiveness and patient experience: when the Care Quality Commission (CQC), which governs the quality of healthcare in the UK, was being developed in 2009\(^4\), it was considered that hospitals ought to be assessed not only for service provision, but also for quality of outcomes – consequently, as well as publishing it’s financial accounts each year, every hospital is required to publish its Annual Quality Account for assessment by the CQC\(^5\). This information is also made public on the My NHS website, allowing patients to view the quality of their local care provider and make informed decisions about their care. Similarly, Turkey, which has undergone hugely successful healthcare reform over the past decade, has adopted an accreditation system known as the Turkish Clinical Quality Indicator\(^6\); having set clinical quality standards for certain chronic diseases, this system has facilitated the collection of data about outcomes for said diseases for the 81 Turkish provinces and has been crucial in Turkey’s healthcare reform success story\(^7\). There is no reason why a similar system could not be implemented in the 36 Districts of Punjab to improve quality of care. With a new approach to healthcare being discussed by the Punjab government, it is vital that power is devolved to local government level, allowing accountability and sufficient authority to implement a similar model to Turkey and the UK with care quality indicators.

2. Reliable & comprehensive National Health Intelligence System

The second essential component of value-based healthcare is the application of data to applied intelligence, to improve the standards of care via the implementation of a National Health Intelligence System. Figure 1 below illustrates the cycle by which data can be used to improve standards of care. It must be noted, that it is not the data per se which is of use – rather, it is the applied intelligence of the data, which requires sufficient understanding of the data by healthcare professionals.

Figure 1: Health Intelligence Framework Cycle

Up until the stage of ‘Data exploration’ in the above cycle, this is completed via the use of technology; after this, human factors come into play – if health-
care professionals and those people in management, including politicians do not have a good understanding of how the data is collected, it is impossible to implement appropriate actions for transformation. An excellent example of the use of data in a healthcare system is the Scottish NHS, where around 200 national data sets are collected about the whole population from birth to death. The use of the Community Health Index (CHI) number, assigned to every living person in Scotland since 1968 also allows for data linkage and better insight about the delivery of healthcare. For instance, it can be used to calculate the total amount of money spent on any given patient within the Scottish NHS³. There are many uses of such data collection systems – it is possible to analyse the data from all available data sets from every hospital(e.g. cancer admissions /100,000 population, complication rates) in the country and benchmark them against each other.

With a comprehensive data collection system, data about clinical outcomes for a range of diseases can be easily represented graphically, to benchmark and compare performance between hospitals (an example is represented in Figure 2 below)

The data may also be used to compare the performance of all the clinicians in a particular field (with due consideration given to the differences in patient case-mix), or to assess the variation in availability and quality of services between regions in the same country, for any given disease; visualisation of quality variation on a map facilitates the opening of conversations about the cause of such variation and about how to approach quality improvement by spreading best practise.

Diabetes provides another example of how data has been used effectively in medicine. On a budgeting level, it has been possible to track exactly how many people have diabetes in Scotland and how much money is being spent to treat it, ausing a registration system. As of 2017, approximately 5.3% of the population in Scotland have diabetes⁸, while spending on the disease accounts for 10% of the health budget⁹ (the biggest proportion spent on any disease within the NHS). In order to manage the expenditure on these patients, the vast majority of patients are managed in primary care, principally by diabetes specialist nurses – much more affordable than managing these huge group in secondary care. Patient involvement in care is also made possible using data; patients are able to log in to their My Diabetes My Way account to view their BMI, cholesterol, HbA1c and blood pressure on an easy to interpret graphic¹⁰. This greater degree of involvement in one’s own care without the need for a physician to access their clinical data allows motivated patients to track their own progress in terms of these parameters. As of 2019, the percentage of the population who have access to broadband internet in Pakistan is 33.14%, which translates into approximately 70 million citizens¹¹; with this figure rising rapidly, the use of such websites to facilitate patient centred care represents a cost-effective opportunity for care quality improvement.

Finally, the data may be applied to yield meaningful

![Figure 2: Clinical Outcome Indicators in Scotland for Lung Cancer in 2013](image)
epidemiological information. One example is in the case of obesity; around 30% of children in the UK are overweight or obese, with 42 million children under 5 years of age, and 340 million aged 5-18 coming under the category of obese across the globe. One figure that can be used to predict obesity levels is the number of fast food outlets per 100,000 population by local authority – the UK government is able to work with local authorities to prevent the opening of new fast food outlets within a certain proximity to schools in an attempt to tackle this epidemic. Statistical analysis can also be used to model epidemiological patterns for many diseases, to predict prevalence and make informed spending decisions.

3. Modernising the curriculum & skill set of the clinical workforce

In order to implement value-based healthcare effectively, it is vital that the doctors of tomorrow are sufficiently equipped with an understanding of: resources and cost, data and applied intelligence, and quality improvement and innovation skills. In order to improve quality in the long run, these three skill sets must be injected into the future medical work force training, starting from an undergraduate level. From a UK perspective, the state of medicine has changed drastically in the 70 years the NHS has been functioning since its conception in 1948. When it came into being, the NHS was meant to deal mainly with acute illness, represented by the stethoscope – now, 70% of hospital beds are filled with patients with chronic diseases, with people living longer. There is another paradigm shift taking place from the stethoscope to the datasetscope by the newest generation of medical workforce, in order to understand and manage the population’s health and carry out appropriate interventions. Medical students of today must be sufficiently equipped with the knowledge to further progress this shift in the future – this is just as true of the internationally minded medical students studying across Pakistan at present.

The NHS’ journey to Value Based Healthcare

The UK’s National Health Service provides an exceptional example of the successful implementation of a public healthcare system – one almost as
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**Figure 3: Commonwealth Fund Data 2011**
old as Pakistan itself. It was formed on 5th July 1948 by the post-war government, with the key principles of providing universal healthcare, free at the point of delivery, based on clinical needs, with every citizen registered with a general practitioner7. Its ultimate goal was to improve the health outcomes of the nation, which it has been profoundly successful in doing. Research from the Commonwealth Fund (Figure 3) illustrates that the UK performs extremely well in terms of both quality and access to healthcare as compared with other similarly developed (OECD) economies – all while having the second lowest per capita healthcare expenditure of comparable nations18.

All of this progress was made within 70 years of the NHS’s conception – why can’t Pakistan do the same? Of course, Pakistan’s population offers challenges unique to those of the UK; there is a combination of communicable and chronic disease with a high infancy mortality rate and poorer resources19. While this presents a substantial challenge, healthcare reform in Punjab has the potential for massive impact, touching the lives of 100 million people.

Conclusion

Improvement of the healthcare system in Pakistan requires the input of a number of key contributors, namely: political figures, policy makers, healthcare professionals, patients / the public and the press / media. While is easy for the media to focus on the negative stories about healthcare delivery in Pakistan, it is also essential to recognise the numerous success stories in order for these to be held up as examples to be replicated, encouraging an attitude of quality improvement.

In summary, the key requirements for quality improvement of healthcare in Pakistan through value-based healthcare include establishing the following:

- An applied health intelligence system – required at national, provincial and district levels.

- Quality standards – a system for maintaining quality standards such as the Hospitals Clinical Service Accreditation Program in the UK20, as well as quality assurance of medical graduates to ensure that they are equipped to thrive in the datascope future of medicine.

  - An institution for service innovation and improvement – in the UK this is the National Institute of Service Innovation & Improvement21; acting as a national think tank, this body allows for knowledge to be translated to actions by producing guidelines. They identify examples of national and international best practice, before spreading them to universally improve healthcare. An axis of collaboration between academic institutions, industry and the health service, is essential for encouraging innovation and implementation.

  - Modernisation of the undergraduate / postgraduate medical curriculum – to ensure doctors are “fit for the future”22, with new skills and competencies.

  - Modern service delivery models – a move towards telemedicine, using virtual community hospitals or “hospitals without walls”23 as well as adoption of pre-primary care digital services. Phone applications may be used for patients to better understand their health using technology before the need for access to a healthcare professional.
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